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The Auditor General’s Spring Report on Canada’s
(Un) Preparedness to Implement the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals
On Tuesday April 24, 2018, Julie Gelfand,
Commissioner of the Environment and
Sustainable Development, released her
Spring Audit including her Report on
Canada’s Preparedness to Implement the
United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals. While not surprised, we are gravely
concerned and disappointed by the
report’s findings that clearly indicate that the
Government of Canada is not sufficiently
prepared to implement the SDGs in Canada
and abroad.

Despite some success in these two steps
(1 and 3), the report indicated failure in
the other five steps of implementation
including Establishing Governance, Planning,
Measuring, Monitoring and Reporting.
The report did note that Statistics Canada
has developed a framework to collect data
for measuring Canada’s progress towards
the 2030 Agenda against the United
Nations’ indicators. The Sustainable
Development Goals Data Hub has since
been released.

The report uses the recommended sevenstep implementation model (next page)
to assess the Government of Canada’s
preparedness to achieve the 2030 Agenda.
It indicates some progress, largely in the
step of Commitment and Responsibility—
signaled by clear messaging that Canada is
on board to implement the 2030 Agenda.
It also notes some very limited progress in
the step of Engaging and Consulting. For
example, the report points to the extensive
consultations that Global Affairs Canada
conducted leading up to the release of
their new Feminist International Assistance
Policy in June 2017.

Comparing Canada’s preparedness to other
countries, the report highlights successful
examples of developing governance
structures in Germany and Estonia and it
references Switzerland for their success
consulting and engaging many stakeholders. Germany and Switzerland are again
mentioned for their successful development of implementation plans. Showing that
other countries are much more prepared to
achieve the 2030 Agenda indicates not only
that it is possible to do better, but that we
must do better.

SAVE THE DATE!
Together 2018
will be in Edmonton
November 5 & 6
See page 6 for details
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implementation. Indeed,
it is clear from both the
findings and the recommendations in the Auditor’s
Report that where the
Government of Canada has
made some progress is in
the realm of commitments and
acknowledgements of responsibility
(though they could certainly do more
here), and that where they are drastically
failing is in all the subsequent steps required
to bring the positive promises into concrete
actions and outcomes.
Adapted by the Office of the Auditor General
from the International Organization of Supreme
Audit Institutions’ 7-step model to assess
governmental preparedness for SDGs

The report acknowledged that in February
the Government released its 2018 Budget,
“which proposes to provide $49.4 million
over 13 years, starting in 2018–2019, to
establish a Sustainable Development Goals
Unit and to fund monitoring and reporting
activities by Statistics Canada.”
Indeed, in the official response issued on
Tuesday, April 25 from Environment and
Climate Change, Catherine McKenna;
the Minister of International Development
and La Francophonie, Marie-Claude
Bibeau; and the Minister of Fisheries,
Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard,
Dominic LeBlanc stated that “The Government of Canada is fully committed to the
implementation of the 2030 Agenda and
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
here in Canada and overseas” and that “an
SDG unit will be created to support and
help coordinate all these efforts.”
While such promises certainly point to
where the Government needs to go, we
are concerned that they will continue to
communicate such commitments, while
largely falling short of implementing the
necessary steps towards their full

In October 2017 ACGC hosted Together
2017: Collaboration, Innovation & the
Sustainable Development Goals, the first
Canadian multi-stakeholder symposium on
the Sustainable Development Goals. Earlier
this year we released the Together 2017
Symposium Report. Recommendations
included localizing the 2030 Agenda in
partnership with provinces, territories, and
municipalities as well as with non-state
actors. Because non-state actors in
Canada have been working to raise awareness of the SDGs, especially amongst youth,

Commissioner of the Environment &
Sustainable Development’s Spring Report

civil society and the private sector are
well-placed to engage Canadians on
the 2030 Agenda. Since leadership by
the federal government is critical in this
context of shared responsibility, it is
important to align government efforts to
the 2030 Agenda among the first steps
in implementation as well as in decision
making. The federal government should
work more across levels of government
and in partnership with non-state actors
to engage Canadians further, including
through the provision of strong financial
support. Canada should play a stronger
role in financing the 2030 Agenda at
home and abroad through the strategic
use of its development finance institution, and through regulatory changes
that promote social enterprises and
other alternative business models that
promote sustainable development.
ACGC will be participating in the United
Nations High-Level Political Forum
on Sustainable Development in New
York City this coming July. It is the main
platform for reviewing the 2030 Agenda
at the global level. This year Canada
will present its first Voluntary National
Review Report on its progress. ACGC
will be watching closely to see how the
government shares its progress.

Together 2017 Symposium Report
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Together 2017 Takes ACGC to Bonn
Germany for the Global Festival of Action
for Sustainable Development
In March Heather McPherson and I went to
Bonn, Germany to represent ACGC at the
Global Festival of Action for Sustainable
Development. ACGC was one of 38 finalists
for the United Nations SDG Action Awards
for our Together 2017 Symposium held in
Calgary, Alberta in October 2017.
It was a privilege to be amongst some of
the greatest innovative minds, community
mobilizers and SDG advocates from across
the Globe. The Festival was buzzing with
interesting conversations, exciting projects
and SDG enthusiasts like myself who were
ready to dive in and make the most of the
three days.
The days were packed with interactive
sessions that focused on how to put the
SDGs into action through innovation, citizen
engagement, communication, mobilization and multi-stakeholder engagement.
We shared and learned from one another
about the specific actions we are taking
to achieve Agenda 2030 in our respective
home countries.
One of my favourite interactive sessions
was World’s largest lesson activation,
which enabled conference attendees to
take our lessons learned and apply them
in the local Bonn community by teaching
young citizens about the Global Goals.
Another favorite was Youth-led accountability for the SDGs: Education, empowerment and engagement, which provided
space for youth advocates who have led
grassroots SDG campaigns an opportunity
to share best practices in mobilizing and

Heather and Laveza at the Festival of Action

collaborating towards the SDGs. Lastly,
Leaving no one behind: Identifying data
needs and gaps to support humanitarian
and development response explored the
intersection of data, humanitarian development and how the information collected
can be effectively used to develop better
and more comprehensive programming.
My experience at the festival was shaped
by many thought-provoking conversations,
engaging sessions and passionate discussions that opened my mind to new ways
of mobilizing and partnering with those
who are investing their time and energy to
ensure we achieve Agenda 2030.

Heather and Laveza at the Festival of Action

I took a number of key takeaways from the
Festival for achieving the SDGs, including
the importance of being more creative in
the way we collaborate. More specifically,
we must be open to multi-stakeholder partnerships and the kind of innovative
and intersectional processes this requires.
Secondly, human connection drives the
work we do, thus we must ensure that we
leave no one behind, especially underrepresented groups such as Indigenous and
marginalized communities. Youth across
the world are doing really amazing work
to drive change and advance the SDGs.
It is important to support this momentum.
Lastly and perhaps most importantly, I was
reminded that amongst the chaos of this
world, there is hope. There are people who
are mobilizing across the globe, fighting
inequalities, and dedicating their lives to
building communities in the spirit of
sustainable development.
We are so grateful for the Global Festival of
Action’s acknowledgement of the Together
2017 Symposium and for providing the
opportunity to learn, share and connect
with SDG advocates from around the world.
We are excited to channel the momentum
towards advancing the 2030 Agenda as we
convene this fall in Edmonton, Alberta for
Together 2018.
Laveza Khan, Member Outreach and
Government Relations Coordinator
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Youth for Gender Equality Round Tables
Take ACGC Representatives to the Y7 in Ottawa
Recognizing the importance of gender
equality in achieving all the SDGs, ACGC has
joined a coalition of organizations across
the country, led by Plan Canada and the
Canadian Teachers Federation, in a 3-year
initiative called Youth for Gender Equality.
This initiative supports youth to identify
actions they can take to challenge harmful
gender norms that perpetuate inequality
and inhibit the achievement of SDG 5:
Gender Equality in Canada and beyond.

Juliana Kaneda of Edmonton speaks to
delegates and officials at the Opening
Plenary of the Y7 Summit in Ottawa on
April 16, 2018.

Bigger than Our Borders
The Canadian Council for International
Cooperation (CCIC) initiated a new national
Official Development Assistance (ODA)
campaign: “Bigger than Our Borders.” ACGC
partnered with CCIC to mobilize members
for an interactive workshop on April 19 in
Calgary to collect ideas to ensure that it
reflects the needs of the sector in Alberta.
Campaign details can be found at
www.biggerthanourborders.ca.

Through 88 youth-led round tables, youth
from across the country will generate policy
recommendations and a youth-led SDG
implementation plan on gender equality.
Outcomes will be shared with key local
and national government officials, and will
be presented at key events, including the
Women Deliver Conference in Vancouver
in June 2019. ACGC has piloted 2 round
table dialogues and we are working to help
identify local agencies in Alberta to host the
future round tables that will begin in the fall.
To date, 12 pilot dialogues have been held
across Canada, including 4 in Alberta. In
early April, Christina Luo, a SCiP intern with
ACGC, organized round tables with MPs
Randy Boissonault and Linda Duncan in
Edmonton, inviting youth from various local
organizations to attend. Both MPs were
impressed with the recommendations from
the youth, leading Linda Duncan to make a
statement in the House of Commons, and
Randy Boissonnault to comment on the
initiative at the Y7 Summit reception. The
2 youth who led pilot dialogues in Alberta
had the opportunity to travel to Ottawa in
April to attend a Writers Conference, and
present key considerations at the plenary

ACGC representatives Juliana, Leah,
and Misha on Parliament Hill.

session of the Y7 Conference to international
delegates and government officials.
Through this initiative, ACGC hopes to
provide further opportunities to underrepresented youth in Alberta to voice
their concerns to key-decision makers,
and support youth in making a plan of
action on Gender Equality in Canada.
If you are interested in hosting a dialogue
in your area, please contact Leah Ettarh
at projects@acgc.ca .

Strategic Suppers
In February ACGC convened 28 representatives from 17 member organizations to look
back on our coalition’s achievements in 2017,
review ACGC’s strategic plan, and brainstorm
ways to move forward. Feedback gathered
will inform ACGC as we work to write our
next GAC 5-year proposal for 2019 to 2024.
It was an incredible opportunity to connect
with members and have conversations about
where members require support from ACGC.
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International Development Week 2018
As always, International Development
Week (IDW) is a busy time for ACGC and
our members. This year’s IDW took place
from February 4-10 and ACGC and our
members hosted 14 IDW events including
various sessions during University of Alberta
International’s I-Week. ACGC hosted our 7th
annual Top 30 Under 30 Magazine Launch at
the University of Alberta and we also played
supporting roles in member organizations’
IDW events. Staff members acted as judges
for University of Alberta International’s
World’s Challenge Challenge Competition,
and ACGC Executive Director Heather
McPherson presented the keynote address
at Sombrilla International Development
Society’s annual gala.

posted individual
profiles directly to our
website in blog format.
This approach increased our
online reads by 50%. This year
the Magazine received coverage
from 16 news media organizations,
including radio, print, and online channels.
Links to these stories can be found on our
News Stories webpage.
The Magazine Launch this year took place
on February 2nd, and we were pleased
to receive a great turnout with well over
100 attendees. Attendees later reported an
increase in their level of interest in global
issues and development as a result of
attending the launch. More significantly,
ACGC effectively reached a new audience
with almost three quarters of respondents
reporting that this event was their first
encounter with ACGC.
We were honoured to have the following
dignitaries highlight the importance of
youth involvement in international and
community development: University of
Alberta Chancellor Doug Stollery,
Edmonton City Councillor Andrew Knack,
MLA Estefania Cortes-Vargas on behalf
of Premier Rachel Notley, MLA Rod Loyola,
and MP Edmonton-Strathcona Linda Duncan.

ACGC’s main project during IDW is our
Top 30 Under 30 Magazine, which marked
its 7th year of publication, and as always,
featured 30 youth under age 30 who were
chosen through a competitive nomination
process for their contributions to serving
local and global communities.This year,
in addition to printing the magazine and
hosting it as a downloadable pdf, we also

2018 Top 30 Under 30s with launch delegates

We were also honoured to have three Top
30s, Zeel Patel, Juanita Gnanapragasam,
and McNiel-Inyani Keri, speak on their
experiences as young leaders in international and community development.
The Top 30 success was augmented by
our partnership with member organization
University of Alberta International Global
Education Program to co-host internationally
renowned Venezuelan LGBTQ artivist and
2018 Top 30 Under 30, Daniel Arzola. ACGC
also coordinated three presentations, two
at Junior High Schools and one at MacEwan
University, where Daniel shared about his
artivism in relation to LGBTQ issues.
We are grateful for the financial support
from Global Affairs Canada. We also
thank all those who made the Magazine
Launch a great event, and to all our
members who participated in IDW 2018.
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Membership Renewal

Together 2018 to be Held in Edmonton November 5 & 6

If you haven’t already done so, it’s time
to renew your ACGC membership.

We are pleased to announce that Together 2018: Collaboration, Innovation and the
Sustainable Development Goals—the 2nd annual, internationally recognized symposium
dedicated to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)—will be hosted in
Edmonton, Alberta November 5 and 6 in partnership with University of Alberta International.

You can now either pay online or
via cheque and you also have the
option of paying for one year of ACGC
membership programming, or you can
pay for three years and receive a 15%
discount on membership fees.
First, complete your membership
renewal by filling out the online forms
found on our membership pages:
Organizational Membership Form:
bit.ly/2re4YOb or Individual Membership Form: bit.ly/2jp4Oz1. This will
ensure that we have the most accurate
and up to date information on your
organization, including with whom we
should be communicating, and any
changes to your organization’s
mandate or structure.
Second, make your payment by
mailing us a cheque or by paying
through paypal: Organizational
Renewal: bit.ly/2HQFXim or
Individual Renewal: bit.ly/2JQH4Ps

Building on the foundation of partnership, innovation, and cross-sector collaboration,
Together 2018 calls on delegates to explore their role in advancing the SDGs in Canada and
around the world. This symposium will examine Canada’s progress on achieving the SDGs,
acknowledge new leaders that have joined the movement, and identify innovative ways to
tackle the 2030 Agenda.
In 2017 Canada launched the Feminist International Assistance Policy (FIAP), which seeks to
reduce extreme poverty and build a more peaceful, inclusive and prosperous world using
a feminist lens. The policy recognizes that promoting gender equality and empowering
women and girls will create a more prosperous society. Together 2018 will have a particular
focus on Goal 5: Gender Equality.
Together 2018 will enable attendees to develop their roles as leaders in the
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the SDGs both within Canada and
abroad through opportunities to:
Learn about current work by all levels of government, civil society, and the private
sector, leveraging regional and global knowledge to strengthen relationships and
present new possibilities for increased collective impact;
Share good practices and lessons learned between organizations, institutions,
communities and individuals, including methods and tools for effective research and
policy work;
Create new partnerships and forward-thinking solutions for the achievement of the
SDGs, looking at possibilities and opportunities both locally and globally;
Measure progress on the SDGs and report that progress on a periodic basis;
Advance together using the knowledge, skills, tools and networks gained in your
communities and organizations.

The Call for
Proposals for
Together 2018
is Now Open!

Together 2018 will be a creative and dynamic space where delegates can exchange
information, work together to generate new ideas, build new relationships and collaborate
on creating meaningful impact in the places where we work, learn and live.
The call for proposals is now open. If you are interested in sharing your work around the
SDGs with others at Together 2018 please visit together2018.ca for more information on
proposal submission.

See together2018.ca
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ACGC in Action

Lorraine Swift, MP Linda Duncan and

Youth for Gender Equality round table

Bigger than Our Borders ODA Campaign

Heather McPherson at Ottawa CCIC event

with Linda Duncan

workshop in Calgary with CCIC

JHC launching their “River” mural on World Water Day at the University of Alberta LRT.

Rebeca Munoz Ortiz speaking at

Mural by: Carla Rae Taylor, AJA Louden, Dana Belcourt and Matthew Cardinal.

City Hall on Women’s Day

Top 30s McNiel-Inyani Keri and
Athiang Makuoi at magazine launch

MLA Estefania Cortes-Vargas at launch

Oxfam Canada hosting the How Change Happens conversation
in Edmonton on April 9
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ACGC Current Membership 2018

facebook.com/acgcnow
@ACGCNow
youtube.com/acgcnow
@ACGC_NOW
Alberta Council for
Global Cooperation

To keep informed of all upcoming ACGC
events, as well as the events and activities
of our members, subscribe to our biweekly
e-Bulletin newsletter from the top of our
homepage: www.acgc.ca.
ACGC Connect is published by the Alberta
Council for Global Cooperation (ACGC)
with the financial assistance of Global Affairs
Canada. ACGC is a coalition of voluntary
sector organizations located in Alberta,
working locally and globally to achieve
sustainable human development. We are
committed to international cooperation
that is people-centred, democratic, just,
inclusive, and respectful of the environment
and Indigenous cultures.

Alberta Teachers’ Association (ATA) • Bow Valley College International
Education • Bridges of Hope International Network of Development
Agencies • Calgary Board of Education • Centre for Ethnomusicology
• Canadian Global Care Society • Canadian Humanitarian • Canadian
Peacemakers International (CPI) • Canadian Women for Women in
Afghanistan (CW4WAfghan) • CAUSE Canada • Centre for Affordable
Water and Sanitation Technology (CAWST) • Centre for Global
CitizenshipEducation and Research (CGCER) • Change For Children
Association • Development and Peace Caritas Canada • D. Keith
MacDonald Foundation • Edmonton Public School Board • Engineers
Without
Borders (EWB) Calgary City Chapter • Four Worlds
Centre for Development Learning • Giving Hope to Children
Society • Global Education Program University of Alberta
International • H.E.A.L. (Health, Education and Leadership)
International • John Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights
(JHC) • Junior Global Citizen Club • Keiskamma Canada Foundation •
Light Up the World Foundation (LUTW) • Living Channel Services
• MacEwan International MacEwan University • Mahatma Gandhi
Canadian Foundation for World Peace • Marda Loop Justice Film
Festival • Mennonite Central Committee Alberta (MCC) • Micah
Centre King’s University College • Nafasi Opportunity Society • One
Child’s Village • One! International Poverty Relief • Operation Eyesight
Universal • Optometry Giving Sight • Oxfam Canada • Partners for
Humanity Foundation • Rainbow for the Future • Rainbow of
Hope for Children • Rotary District 5370 • Samaritan’s Purse
Canada • Sihle Sizwe Vineyard Foundation • Sinkunia Community
Development Organization • Somali-Canadian Education & Rural
Development Organization
(SCERDO) • Sombrilla International
Development Society • Trebi Kuma Ollennu Foundation for
Community Development (TKOFCD) • United Nations Association
in Canada (UNAC) Edmonton • United Nations Association
in Canada (UNAC) Cagary • University of Calgary International •

This project was funded with the financial support of the
Government of Canada provided through Global Affairs Canada.

